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Chapter 1 : The Bro Code | The Bro Code
Read \"The Bro Code\" online and meet other Bros sharing your passion for The Bro Code and Barney Stinson.

You are allowed to enjoy exactly one chick TV show, and one chick flick. You may have no more. Birthday
and Christmas presents for your guy friends are optional. Beer always makes a great gift. If you go the bar
with your buddies, you must buy a round of drinks at least once. There are no mercy rules when playing
someone in Madden, hoops, street hockey, bare-fisted boxing, etc. Standard shotgun rules are as follows.
Shotgun may only be called within full sight of the car. Shotgun must be called outside. Shotgun calls last
approximately ten minutes. Shotgun never carries over to a second ride. Hey, congratulations, another girl can
stand the sight of you. In certain circumstances, relationships may be classified as "games. Always allow a
buffer zone at urinals and on couches. I know, I already used it. In a 6 person hot tub, there should be a
maximum of 3 bros. A bro should not sing and dance at the same time A bro should not watch Oxygen,
Womens Entertainment, or Lifetime. Bros do not lie about their age, exept to score with a slightly older chick
who doesnt date younger guys. A bro should not swing his arms when he is walking. A bro should never go
tanning. No bro should dye their hair A bro should never refer to an athlete as a "stud" A bro should never
cry during a movie. In the event that he does, he must under no circumstance admit it to anyone other than a
girl he is trying to score with. A bro should not "pop" his collar. A bro should not speak more than two
languages. A bro should not wear a scarf without a jacket or coat. A bro should not wear an ascot. A bro
should never use the following words: A bro should never wrap a towel around his head after leaving the
shower. A bro should never "sip" and alcoholic drink through a straw A bro should never wear a blouse. If
you are not living with a girl you should not have tampons in your bathroom. A bro should not wear crocs. A
bro should not wear a leotard or do pirouettes. A bro should never wear a sweater over his shoulders A bro
should not eat grapes from the vines A bro should never rollerblade The word cute should not be used other
then describing a chick they want to bone If you compliment a bro on his six-pack, you better be referring to
his beer. A bro should never, ever wear capri pants. A bro should not wear flip flops with a suit. No bro should
wear a speedo to the beach No bro should make a kissing face in a photo. No bro should wear girl jeans No
bro should ever get a pedicure A bro should never highlight his hair. A bro should not talk to another bro in
the bathroom. A bro should never sing show tunes. Two bro should not share an umbrella. A bro should not
have "an outfit". A bro should not wear a white belt. A bro should never wiggle out of a pair of pants Said
Bro must use any and all methods of media distribution at his disposal, including but not limited to: Tabling
Bro obligations to witness a XX chromosomal scuffle is not only condoned, but encouraged One Bro makes a
solo chick attack. A second Bro provides a crutch. A third Bro rounds out the pack. But a fourth Bro is one too
much. A Bro shall honor his father and mother. In the event that two Bros acquire the same target, the Bro
with the longe In a scenario in which two or more Bros are engaged in entertainment of the adult variety, one
Bro is forbidden from intentionally or unintentionally touching another Bro in ANY capacity, including but
not limited to; the high five, the first bump, or the congratulatory gluteal pat. Winking is also kind of a no-no.
A Bro must always reciprocate a round of drink s among Bros with the assumtion that no existing wager
supersedes this purchase and exchange of spirits. If a Bro suffers pain from a permanent dissolution of a
relationship with a lady friend, a Bro shall offer nothing more than a "that sucks, man" and copious quantities
of beer. Should a Bro pick up a guitar at a party and commence playing, another Bro shall point out that he is a
tool. If a Bro is on a hot streak, another Bro will do everything possibly to ensure its longevity, even if that
includes jeopardizing his own records, the missing of work, or temporarily immigrating to a foreign country.
Since the adopted Bro cannot legitimately claim to have shared a canal with his Bro. If she looks good in it.
No sex with a bros Ex No Eye contact in a Devils threesome 2 dudes Never make fun of a bros Girlfriend
No sex With a Bros Ex A bro must never call another bro just to chat A Bro must Never watch the movie
Hope Floats A Bro must be a fan of Mixed Martial Arts A Bro must never take a bath regardless of being
injured in a Backyard Wrestling Match Leave No Bro Behind When another bro is in a fight you must
always have his back, unless he has done something recently which would deserve a beating then let him
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recieve a few shots then jump in A bro must never leave without saying anything A bro must never chug any
drink unless in a chugging contest Bros must make small bets as often as possible Bros must have a good
time no matter what Bros must make movies quotes as often as possible Bros must watch the show entourage
Bros must never comment each other on myspace. If your comments are viewable on your profile it needs to
be chicks only. Messeges only, but still never just to chat Rule 83 A bro must never tell other bros he has a
"broken heart" A bro must never distract another bro while playing Guitar Hero. A bro must never put smily
faces in messeges, comments, texts etc. If one Bro is an attorney, and another Bro finds himself in need of
legal advice, Bro 1 will endeavor to provide said services free of charge. A bro must, at all times, suit up. A
suit is a happy thing. If a bro must mourn, he shall do it in a white T-shirt. A bro will always give a non-bro ,
if considerd worthy, a challange if said non-bro wants to join the brohood. The challange will be chosen by
said bro, or other bros present. A bro never hits another bro in the groin unless its a punishment for breaking
The Bro Code.
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Chapter 2 : Barney Stinson Quotes (Author of The Bro Code)
The Bro Code previously existed only as an oral tradition (heh), so I have journeyed the globe to piece together and
transcribe the scattered fragments of the Bro Code, pausing only to flesh it out myself (double heh).

He assumed that he was invited solely because the two were friends and did not believe he had a chance of
winning the role. CBS executives enjoyed his playing and soon offered Harris the part. He is a manipulative,
oversexed businessman in his thirties who always wears a suit , likes women with "daddy issues" and is
frequently willing to offer his sometimes hypocritical opinion. Barney has a plethora of strategies and rules
designed to meet women, sleep with them, and discard them. This leaves Barney the only single character,
and, according to Harris, Barney is "resentful" that the other characters have paired up. Later on, in season 5,
he dates Robin. They end up breaking up not long after, once they both realize they are making one another
miserable. Harris describes Barney as a man who "likes to create crazy situations and then sit back and watch
it all go down. He is also highly competitive, and will take on "challenges" to complete outlandish tasks in
order to prove his worth by often announcing "Challenge Accepted". He is proud and stubborn, and attempts
to stand by his word no matter what. In " I Heart NJ ", for example, he refuses to put down his fist unless
someone offers him a fist bump. By the end of the episode, he has the same fist elevated in a sling after
struggling to keep his fist up throughout the episode. In " Lucky Penny ", when the others do not believe that
he can run the New York City Marathon the next day without training, Barney immediately agrees to do so.
Although he succeeds, he is unable to walk afterwards. Although he thinks of himself as worldly, Barney is
sometimes extremely naive, believing many lies his mother told him well into adulthood, such as believing
that Bob Barker is his father. Barney, like Harris himself, is an illusionist. His favorite types of magic tricks
involve fire, as seen in the tenth episode of the second season, " Single Stamina " and in the fourth episode of
the fourth season, " Intervention ". Barney uses magic tricks mostly to pick up women. His most common
method of picking up women is telling them elaborate lies about himself, often using an alias. Many of his
schemes for picking up women are in a book he has written called "The Playbook", which is exposed in the
episode " The Playbook ". He has commitment issues, as evidenced in his reluctance to put a label on his
relationship with Robin and the fact that she is one of the few women he has actually dated since the show
started. Barney is very well-connected and is the most affluent member of the group. He frequently buys
expensive itemsâ€”such as a last-minute plane ticket to San Francisco, thousands of dollars in postage stamps,
or two televisions specifically for smashing in frustrationâ€”in the spur of the moment. He is also something
of a metrosexual ; he waxes his chest, enjoys manicures and has an extensive knowledge of designer labels
and gourmet food. However, he is also seen to have a gambling problem that he occasionally gets under
control, only to relapse as seen in several episodes such as " Atlantic City ", where he has gambling buddies in
the Chinese Triad , and " Monday Night Football ". He just wants people to like him, to be important to
people, and to have disciples who follow his word. Throughout the series, one major character development is
apparent in Barney: At the beginning of the show, his character is a womanizer who completely objectifies sex
and women and wants nothing to do with dating and relationships. Although he does date Robin in Season 5,
he resumes his promiscuous lifestyle immediately after they break up. In Seasons 6 and 7, however, he begins
to confront his personal issues, like his relationship with his estranged father and his fear of commitment. By
the time late Season 7 rolls around, Barney has finally "grown up," and has now warmed to the idea of a
commitment and marriage, culminating in his proposal to his girlfriend, Quinn. Robin accepts and they plan
their wedding in the second half of the season. After some apprehension on both their parts, they get married
in " The End of the Aisle " after he vows to always be honest with her. Barney returns to a lifestyle of
meaningless sex with multiple women for several years afterward, until he gets one of his one-night stands
pregnant. He hates the idea of being a father until the day his child â€” a girl named Ellie â€” is born. He falls
in love with her at first sight and becomes a devoted father, turning away from his player lifestyle for good. In
" Natural History ", Barney claims he was six years old on July 23, This puts his birthday somewhere between
July 24, and July 23, ; in " Zoo or False ", Ted says Barney was born seven years after the moon landing
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which occurred in July , In " Columns " set in , Barney gives his age as 31 further confirming his birth year is
He was raised in Port Richmond, Staten Island by his mother Loretta younger version voiced by Megan
Mullally , played by Frances Conroy , who was apparently very promiscuous. Years later, as portrayed in the
season 2 episode " Showdown ", he appears on The Price Is Right with the intention of naming Barker as his
father on national television, until he panics at the last minute and cannot go through with it. As a child,
Barney was terrible at sports, and from various episodes it is shown he had few friends one scene shows that
no one attended his birthday party. In the episode " The Leap ," Lily reveals that Barney planned on being a
violinist when he was young. Barney finally meets Jerome John Lithgow again in the episode " Legendaddy "
and learns that he is in fact his father. Upon meeting, Jerome feels pressured to act like the hard-partying
womanizer he once was in order to impress Barney, and also because Barney refuses to see him any other
way. Barney eventually breaks down and accuses Jerome of walking out on him. Jerome, who can offer no
excuse, apologizes and pleads with Barney to allow him to be a part of his life. Later in the sixth season, in "
Hopeless ", Jerome tries to impress Barney by acting like his old self, but later reveals he was just pretending.
Barney, nevertheless, willingly listens to advice from Jerome about settling down. Barney has three
half-siblings: He also has a female cousin named Leslie, with whom he accidentally grinds in a nightclub, as
seen in the episode " Okay Awesome ". He has worn a Cornell Big Red T-shirt, [8] indicating that he may
have gone there, instead. As evidenced in Season 2 " Atlantic City ", Barney learned at least conversational
Korean , Chinese at some point, as well as some French. His musical skills include playing the drums, dancing
the tango and singing. He is also skilled at juggling and laser tag. Adult life prior to "Pilot" [ edit ] " Game
Night " reveals that Barney had once been an innocent, idealistic young man who wanted to join the Peace
Corps with his first serious girlfriend, Shannon. He lives by a strict code known as the Bro Code. However, he
assures the group that it is not a problem because he is so good at it. He revealed in " Atlantic City " that he
lost his entire life savings playing a Chinese game. He has also apparently lost every one of his many bets on
the Super Bowl. When Marshall and Lily break their engagement in season one, Barney lures women away
from Marshall so that he can remain faithful to the woman he truly loves. He is also known to write a blog.
Career[ edit ] Throughout the series, Barney frequently refuses to say what he does for a living, brushing off
any questions about his job with a dismissive "Please. Barney states in " Cupcake " that, as a lawyer for
Altrucell, Marshall would make more money in three months than he and Lily make in a year because his
company has so many lawsuits against it. As of Season 4, his company is involved in a hostile takeover of
Goliath National Bank GNB and consequently shifts him to the management team of the bank, but he remains
a powerful executive and continues to use the same office he has had since it was first shown in Season 1.
Despite this, he has suggested there is the possibility he will one day wash up on shore with no teeth or
fingerprints and supposedly has come under attack by ninjas in the past during work. His video resume was
published in Season 4 episode " The Possimpible ". Unknown to his company, he has been conspiring with the
federal government as part of a long-term plan to get revenge on his boss, who stole his girlfriend prior to the
start of the series. Their friendship has been tested, however; in " The Goat ", Ted finds out that Barney and
Robin slept together and ends their friendship, and refuses to speak to him for several episodes. In the
third-season finale, "Miracles", however, Ted forgives Barney after Barney severely injures himself while
trying to help him. In the episode " Slap Bet ", Barney loses a bet with Marshall and agrees to let Marshall slap
him five times at random occasions "throughout eternity". This is later extended to eight slaps in the episode "
Disaster Averted ". Marshall administers these slaps in the episodes "Slap Bet", " Stuff ", " Slapsgiving ", "
Slapsgiving 2: Revenge of the Slap ", " Slapsgiving 3: Slappointment in Slapmarra ", and " The End of the
Aisle ". Lily Aldrin[ edit ] Barney makes many unwelcome sexual advances toward Lily throughout the series,
and frequently implies that Lily is secretly attracted to him, despite all evidence to the contrary. Nevertheless,
he considers Lily a confidante, seeking her advice on winning Robin over and telling her deeply personal
secrets, such as his failed ambition to be a concert violinist. He also admires her skill at lying and
manipulating people, considering it to be on par with his own. Throughout Season 4, he struggles with his
feelings for her, until they finally get together in the season finale " The Leap ". They become a full-fledged
couple in season 5, but they break up in " The Rough Patch " when they find that they are making each other
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miserable. They never truly get over each other, however, even while they are dating other people. She
accepts, and they get engaged. The final season revolves around their wedding weekend. After much doubt
and soul-searching, they get married in " The End of the Aisle ". The phrase "Suit up! According to creator
Thomas, this is a sign that Barney "thought of his suit as some kind of superhero outfit that separated him
from the pack. He also uses the word "awesome" to describe anything that he finds remotely pleasing, and
invents different kinds of " high-fives " for every occasion. And also he often uses the word "Nice" to express
when he enjoys something or someone. In the show Barney frequently approaches attractive women with Ted
in tow and asks "Haaaaaave you met Ted? Thomas says that this phrase is based in real life, as a one-time
friend of his often used a similar line to meet women. Barney often uses the phrase "Challenge accepted"
when someone mentions an outlandish task that supposedly cannot be done; he takes this as a personal
challenge and attempts, usually successfully, to perform the task. Reception[ edit ] According to The Early
Show , Barney is one of the main reasons that the show has been a success.
Chapter 3 : The Bro Code by Barney Stinson on Apple Books
Barney Stinson works at a corporation, and regularly "suits up" to help his lovelorn and altogether pathetic bro Ted
Mosby. Basically the coolest dude ever, Barney Stinson has been compared to the Fonz-but Barney is much, much
more awesome.

Chapter 4 : The Bro Code : Barney Stinson :
The Bro Code is a set of rules, seemingly started by Barney. A published version of the book, first shown in The Goat is
now available in paperback and audiobook. The version was written by Barney Stinson with Matt Kuhn.

Chapter 5 : The Bro Code: The Bro Codex by Barney Stinson online
The Bro Code Quotes (showing of 13) "Article 2: "A Bro is always entitled to do something stupid, as long as the rest of
his Bros are all doing it." â€• Barney Stinson, The Bro Code.

Chapter 6 : The Bro Code - free PDF, CHM, FB3, TXT
Barney stinson - The bro code (part 1) Like this video, BRO! Neil Patrick Harris - Neil Patrick Harris (born June 15, ) is
an American actor, singer, director, producer and magician.

Chapter 7 : Barney Stinson - Wikipedia
The Bro Code by Barney Stinson in CHM, FB3, TXT download e-book. Welcome to our site, dear reader! All content
included on our site, such as text, images, digital downloads and other, is the property of it's content suppliers and
protected by US and international copyright laws.

Chapter 8 : [P.D.F] The Bro Code by Barney Stinson - Video Dailymotion
The Bro Code Barney STinSon with MaTT Kuhn. D ARTICLE 13 d All Bros shall dub one of Bro if the Bro/Chick Ratio at
a party falls below However, to avoid.

Chapter 9 : The Bro Code (Audiobook) by Barney Stinson | www.nxgvision.com
21 videos Play all The Bro Code Barney Stinson Richard Baxter MensXP: When You Have A Bro In Office | Bro Code In
Office - Duration: MensXP Recommended for you.
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